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QUESTION 1

A data engineer has been using a Databricks SQL dashboard to monitor the cleanliness of the input data to an ELT job.
The ELT job has its Databricks SQL query that returns the number of input records containing unexpected NULL values.
The data engineer wants their entire team to be notified via a messaging webhook whenever this value reaches 100. 

Which of the following approaches can the data engineer use to notify their entire team via a messaging webhook
whenever the number of NULL values reaches 100? 

A. They can set up an Alert with a custom template. 

B. They can set up an Alert with a new email alert destination. 

C. They can set up an Alert with a new webhook alert destination. 

D. They can set up an Alert with one-time notifications. 

E. They can set up an Alert without notifications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following commands will return the location of database customer360? 

A. DESCRIBE LOCATION customer360; 

B. DROP DATABASE customer360; 

C. DESCRIBE DATABASE customer360; 

D. ALTER DATABASE customer360 SET DBPROPERTIES (\\'location\\' = \\'/user\\'}; 

E. USE DATABASE customer360; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A single Job runs two notebooks as two separate tasks. A data engineer has noticed that one of the notebooks is
running slowly in the Job\\'s current run. The data engineer asks a tech lead for help in identifying why this might be the
case. 

Which of the following approaches can the tech lead use to identify why the notebook is running slowly as part of the
Job? 

A. They can navigate to the Runs tab in the Jobs UI to immediately review the processing notebook. 

B. They can navigate to the Tasks tab in the Jobs UI and click on the active run to review the processing notebook. 

C. They can navigate to the Runs tab in the Jobs UI and click on the active run to review the processing notebook. 
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D. There is no way to determine why a Job task is running slowly. 

E. They can navigate to the Tasks tab in the Jobs UI to immediately review the processing notebook. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following commands can be used to write data into a Delta table while avoiding the writing of duplicate
records? 

A. DROP 

B. IGNORE 

C. MERGE 

D. APPEND 

E. INSERT 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An engineering manager wants to monitor the performance of a recent project using a Databricks SQL query. For the
first week following the project\\'s release, the managerwants the query results to be updated every minute. However,
the manager is concerned that the compute resources used for the query will be left running and cost the organization a
lot of money beyond the first week of the project\\'s release. 

Which of the following approaches can the engineering team use to ensure the query does not cost the organization any
money beyond the first week of the project\\'s release? 

A. They can set a limit to the number of DBUs that are consumed by the SQL Endpoint. 

B. They can set the query\\'s refresh schedule to end after a certain number of refreshes. 

C. They cannot ensure the query does not cost the organization money beyond the first week of the project\\'s release. 

D. They can set a limit to the number of individuals that are able to manage the query\\'s refresh schedule. 

E. They can set the query\\'s refresh schedule to end on a certain date in the query scheduler. 

Correct Answer: E 
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